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1 SCOPE OF VALIDATION
TEPHRA allows the user to calculate expected volcanic tephra (ash) and uranium (fuel)
accumulation as a conditional probability, using parallel computer processing. The following
tests will ensure that the calculations are performed correctly. They will test the two different
models of plume calculation used by TEPHRA and the effect of stratified wind layers on the ash
dispersion, as well as compare the results with the ASHPLUME module used in the Total
Performance Assessment (TPA) code and published results derived from field measurements
(Hill, et al., 1998). The scope of this validation is limited to validating the two plume models. It
does not consider the probability map function or the survivor map function, which are removed
from the calculation by setting their corresponding flag values to zero in the input configuration
file.
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ENVIRONMENT

3.1 Software

I

Table 1. Required Software
Software Necessary for Code Execution
Operating System - RedHat Linux
OSCAR (Open Source Cluster Application Resources)
C compiler - gcc
MPICH (A portable MPI - Message Passing Interface implementation)

1

I

Version Number

9.0
3.0
2.7
1.2.5

I

3.2 Hardware
TEPHRA will run on a Beowulf cluster, a networked set of computers dedicated to parallel
computations. This test will be performed on a cluster of nine machines, each containing a
300mhz Pentium Ill processor or greater. Each machine is equipped with an Ethernet card and
connected together by Fast Ethernet and a 16-port switch. There are eight client machines and
one server.

PREREQUISITES

4
None.

5

ASSUMPTIONS AND CONSTRAINTS

None.
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TESTCASES

6.1 C o m p a r e TEPHRA lsopachs w i t h 1995 Cerro N e g r o Eruption
6.1 .IObjective
Demonstrate that TEPHRA can translate complex volcanological data and numerical models
into a reasonable contour map of tephra accumulation deposited at distances from the volcano
by sedimentation out of the volcanic plume. TEPHRA should calculate ash accumulation using
measured eruption data as input parameters. The resulting calculated data should have a
reasonable similarity to measured inputs.

6.1.2 Test Inputs
Table 2. Required Input Files
FILE: eruption.in
Parameter
volcano-northing
volcano easting
total-ash-mass
max-part-size
min-part-size
part mean, size
part-sigma-size
part shape factor
vent-height

Description
volcano location in UTM
volcano location in UTM
total amount of tephra erupted
maximum particle diameter
considered
minimum particle diameter
considered
mean particle diameter erupted
standard deviation in particle
diameter
shape factor for particle grains
elevation of the volcano vent above
sea level

Units
meters
meters
kg

Value
1382500
532510
3.46E +09

phi

-5.0

phi

5.0

phi

0.5

phi

1.O
0.5

meters

5.0

max-column height
column-beta

eruption column height
parameter governing the particle
size distribution in the eruption
column
total amount of fuel erupted
maximum fuel diameter considered
minimum fuel diameter considered
mean fuel diameter erupted

Fuel mass
fuel max size
fuel-min-size
fuel mean size
incorporation ratio
eruption exit velocity (at the vent)
initial velocity
FILE: windin - multiple wind levels in specified meter increments

Parameter

Description

meters

2400
see
procedure

kg
loglo(cm)
loglo(cm)
loglo(cm)
m/s

Units

3.45E+03
-2.0
-4.0
-3.0
0.1
100

Sample
Value

height of a wind layer in the
1000
meters
eruption column
wind speed for a specific wind
9.0
m/s
wind-speed
height and direction
0.0
degrees-from-north (directionlo) degrees
wind-direction
FILE: grid.in - contains all point locations on the grid in meters northing and easting
Sample
Units
Description
Parameter
Value
1372500.0
meters
location in UTM
northing
505000.0
meters
location in UTM
easting
FILE: tephra.conf - configuration file
Value
Units
Description
Parameter
seed value for sequence of random
6
SEED
numbers
diffusion coefficient for large
400
m2/s
DIFFUSION-COEFFICIENT
particles
seconds
1080
threshold for change in diffusion
FALLTIME-THRESHOLD
fall time
kg/m3
2350
density model for the pyroclasts
LITHIC-DENSITY
1100
density model for the pyroclasts
kg/m3
PUMICE-DENSITY
100
eruption
column
integration
steps
COL STEPS
0 = uniform distribution using a
threshold at PLUME-RATIO
0
PLUME-MODEL
1 = log-normal distribution using
beta
The bottom of laterally spreading
0.2
ash cloud as ratio over total plume
PLUME-RATIO
height
Will you be calculating a probability
0
PROB-MAP
map? 0 = NO, 1 = YES
Create output for plotting a survivor
function (ash accumulations from
multiple eruption scenarios at one
0
SURVIVOR
point using one or more wind
profiles)
O=NO, 1 =YES
level-heig ht

ASH-ACCUM-THRESHoLD

PROB-THRESHOLD

MAX-ACCUMULATION
COMPLIMENT
WIND INTERVAL
WIND-LEVELS
WIND-DAYS

WIND-COLUMNS

Choose a threshold, a hazardous
accumulation of ash (kg/m2). The
output will give the probability of
exceeding this value.
Choose a percentage (0 - 100) of
eruptions to consider. The output
will give the ash accumulation
(kg/m2),at each point that is
exceeded after this percentage of
eruptions is considered.
NO=O,YES= 1
If YES, set a value for
ASH-ACCUM THRESHOLD
NO=O,YES=l
Distance between wind levels
Number of wind levels
Simulates a deposit using #
eruption and # wind profile
(here, # = 1)
Value can be 3 or 5
3 = (height, speed, direction)
5 = (day, hour, height, speed,
direction)

0.0

0

0
meters

0
300
9
1

3

6.1.3 Test Procedure
6.1.3.1 Using Input Files from Section 6.1.2, Run the TEPHRA Code

A few modifications should be made to the input files before running TEPHRA.
set the wind direction in the wind.in file to a constant -1 10 degrees
set beta in the eruptions.in file to 0.1.
create the grid.in file with minimum and maximum x values of 505000.0 and 535000.0,
minimum and maximum y values of 1370000.0 and 1390000.0, and an interval of 500
meters for both axis.
To run the code, type "mpirun -np 8 -machinefile machine.file tephra tephra.conf eruption.in
grid.in wind.in tephra-all.out > tephra-cum.out" on the command line where mpirun is a
command to invoke the Message Passing Interface (MPI) software to run the TEPHRA code, np is the number of processors to use, and -machinefile is a file with the names of the
processors to use.
Verify that the output files tephra-all.out and tephra-cum.out have the formats as shown in
Tables 3 and 4. The main difference between the two files can only be seen with multiple
eruption scenarios. The tephra-cum.out file contains only the cumulative mass for each point
on the grid. The tephra-all.out file contains the mass at each point for each eruption so that if
there were two eruptions, there would be two masses for the same point and if you sum the
masses at each point, they will be equal to the cumulative mass in the tephra-cum.out file for

the same point. The last three data rows in tephra-cum.out will not be considered in
this document.
Table 3. Output File Format - tephra-cum.out
Output File format: tephra cum.out
Parameter
Description
location in UTM (i.e., the y-axis)
pt->northing
pt->casting
location in UTM (i.e., the x-axis)
pt->cum-ash mass calculated ash mass
pt->cum-fuel mass calculated fuel mass
the grainsize distribution at this bin
phi bin/mass*100
location...
the grainsize distribution at this bin
phi bin/mass*100
location...
the grainsize distribution at this bin
phi bin/mass*100
location...

Units
meters
meters
kg/m2
kg/m2
NIA

NIA

Table 4. Output File Format - tephra-all.out
Output File format: tephra all.out
Parameter
Description
pt->northing
location in UTM (i.e., the y-axis)
pt->casting
location in UTM (i.e., the x-axis)
pt->ash-mass
calculated ash mass
pt->fuel-mass
calculated fuel mass

Units
meters
meters
kg/m2
kg/m2

6.1.3.2 Create an lsopach Map of the Output Ash Mass

The lsopach map of fall deposit thickness for Cerro Negro from Hill, et al. (1998) is shown in
Figure 1. The data used for the isopachs in Figure 1 consist of 80 points collected in the field.
The dashed line in Figure 1 indicates uncertainty in the location of the 0.1 cm contour. The
value for each contour is thickness in units of centimeters. This is the benchmark for
comparison with the output generated by TEPHRA and illustrated in Figure 2.
The output of TEPHRA shown in Figure 2 is mass per unit in units of kg m-2. In order to make a
comparison between the two figures, the units should be standardized. For this, the Cerro
Negro data should be converted to kg m-'. With the deposit density at Cerro Negro as 600 kg
m-3, the following formula performs the conversion: mass (kg m-') = cm thickness/100 * deposit
density (kg m-3). Figure 3 shows the standardized Cerro Negro isopachs (Hill, et al., 1998)
overlaid on the contours generated by TEPHRA.
Wind field has a strong effect on modeled deposit thickness. This is important to note because
the 1995 Cerro Negro eruption (Figure I ) varies between 8-10 m s-I and the TEPHRA run
modeled in Figure 2 has the wind set at a constant 9 m s-I. This will overestimate the thickness
in some areas while underestimating it in others. Also, because the wind direction in this run is
set at a constant -1 10 degrees while the actual Cerro Negro eruption had variable wind
directions blowing from the east, the contours will not have the same shape.

ullform Dlstrlbution urlng a Thnrhold t OB

Figure I. Fall Deposit Thickness (cm) for
Cerro Negro 1995 Eruption (Hill, et al., 1998)

Figure 2. Fall Deposit Thickness (kg/m2)
for Cerro Negro 1995 Eruption (TEPHRA)

Figure 3 shows the contours for the Cerro Negro Isopachs from Hill, et al. (1998) standardized
to kg m-3and overlaid on the TEPHRA contours. The coordinates for both maps were left in the
figure to demonstrate correct overlap. The contours are reasonably similar at the distal points
where the data will be used for analysis.
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Figure 3. Overlay of Tephra Contours on 1995 Cerro Negro Isopachs from Hill, et al.
(1998) Standardized to kg/m2for Comparison
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6.1.4 Test Results PasslFail
Expected Results
The resulting calculated data, when plotted as a contour map, should have a reasonable
similarity to contour plots generated from measured inputs (i.e., collected field data) gathered
from the same eruption.

Results: PASS
The output files tephra-atout and tephra-cum.out have the correct format. Once standardized,
the isopach of the 1995 Cerro Negro eruption from Hill, et al. (1998) had a reasonable similarity
to the TEPHRA calculated data. Although the proximal contours do not line up, the mismatch is
acceptable considering that mass is conserved and the area of interest for future calculations is
in the distal regions.

6.2 Vary Wind Field Parameters
6.2.1 Objective
Demonstrate that TEPHRA can correctly utilize a stratified input wind field to calculate ash
deposition. Varying the wind direction should cause the major axis of dispersion to move in the
direction specified. Lowering speeds should increase proximal deposits and increasing speeds
should increase deposits at all locations. Each layer in the stratified wind field may have a
unique direction and speed.

6.2.2 Test Inputs
Same as input files used in test 6.1 with modifications to be identified in the following test
procedure.

6.2.3 Test Procedure
Set Wind Parameters in the wind.in and the tephra.conffiles for each of 14 separate runs
according to Table 5.
Set Wind Parameters in the configuration File for each of 14 separate runs.

Table 5. Wind Parameters for Test Runs
Run
1 Base Case
2 low speed,
const dir
3 high speed,
const dir
4 vary speed,
const dir
5 vary speed,
const dir

0, 1200, 2400
0, 1200, 2400

constant 9.0
0.0, 7.0, 7.0

constant 0.0
constant 0.0

File: tephra. conf
Wind
Wind
Interval Levels
(m)
1200
3
1200
3

0, 1200, 2400

0.0, 11.O, 11.0

constant 0.0

1200

3

1

0, 1200, 2400

0.0, 7.0, 11.0

constant 0.0

1200

3

1

0, 1200, 2400

0.0, 11.O, 7.0

constant 0.0

1200

3

1

File: wind.in
Level Height
(m)

Wind Speed
(mls)

Wind Direction
(deg)

Wind
Days
1
1

Run
6 const speed,
low dir
7 const speed,
high dir
8 const speed,
vary dir
9 const speed,
vary dir,
10 multiple
erupts & winds

File: windin
Level Height
(m)
0, 1200, 2400

constant 9.0

0.0, -45.0, -45.0

File: tephra.conf
Wind
Wind
Interval Levels
(m)
1200
3

0, 1200, 2400

constant 9.0

0.0, 45.0, 45.0

1200

3

1

0, 1200, 2400

constant 9.0

0.0, -45.0,45.0

1200

3

1

0, 1200, 2400

constant 9.0

0.0,45.0, -45.0

1200

3

1

constant 9.0

variable with
eruption (see
Figure 5)

1000

10

10

0, 1000,
2000, 3000,
4000,5000,
6000,7000,
8000, and
, 9000

Wind Speed
(m/s)

Wind Direction
(deg)

Wind
Days
1

Complete each run listed in Table 5 and compare the results. Changes in the contours should
reflect the appropriate direction and speed changes as setup in the wind.in input file.
Notes:
1.
This test compares how the code models changes in speed and direction read in from the
input file wind.in and is not a direct comparison of values with the measured 1995 Cerro
Negro eruption.
2.

These tests are performed with PLUME-MODEL set to a uniform distribution with the
PLUME-RATIO threshold set to 0.8. The threshold specifies the bottom of the laterally
spreading ash cloud as a ratio over total plume height. For example, in the case where
the threshold is set at 0.8, 0.8 = 80% = 415th of the total plume height. The remaining
portion of the plume height is 0.2 = 20% = 115th of the plume height. In this case, Tephra
fallout occurs at the top 115th of the total plume height. That is, ash will fall out of the
eruption column only after it has risen above 415th of the total plume height.

3.

Test 1 is the base case to be used for comparison with tests 2 through 10. Tests 2
through 5 compare changes in wind speed (Figure 4) and tests 6 through 10 compare
changes in wind direction (Figures 5 and 6). Changes in speed and direction lower in the
stratified wind field have a greater effect on the mass dispersal than changes higher in the
wind field. The reason for this is that all particles travel through the lower wind field as
they fall, however, not all particles travel through the entire upper wind field. In other
words, as the particles fall out, they are not affected by changes above the level from
which they fall.

4.

Variations in wind speed. When the speed is reduced from 9 to 7 mls, from 0-2400 m
above ground level (i.e., the eruption column height) (Run 2) particles travel shorter
distances in the modeled eruption plume and are deposited closer to the vent. When the
speed is increased uniformly from 9 to 11 mls (Run 3) particles go further and mass is
distributed further from the vent. However, real winds are usually stratified and not
uniform speeds and directions with height. For test Runs 4 and 5, the wind field is
stratified into two layers, one fast and one slow.

5.

Variations in wind direction. Direction is measured in degrees from North. When the
direction is changed to -45O from Oo (Run 6), all of the particles are dispersed in the
direction -45O from north. When the direction is changed to 4 5 O , all of the particles are
dispersed in the direction 4 5 O from north (Figure 5). Runs 8 and 9 depict a stratified wind
field with two wind directions. Run 8 has the lower wind field set to - 4 5 O and Run 9 has
the lower wind field set to 45O. The direction given for the wind layer lower in the column
has a greater effect on the ash deposits due to the method of ash fallout from the column
(see note 3 above).

6.

Test 10 (Figure 6) illustrates that if wind directions are selected for all four quadrants, they
are correctly represented by the Tephra code. It also illustrates that the code can execute
multiple eruption scenarios correctly.Test 14 illustrates that if wind directions are selected
for all four quadrants, they are correctly represented by the TEPHRA code. It also
illustrates that the code can execute multiple eruption scenarios correctly.
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Figure 4. TEPHRA Output Varying Wind Speed with Constant Direction
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Figure 6. TEPHRA Multiple Eruptions

6.2.4 Test Results PasslFail
Expected Results
Varying the wind direction should cause the major axis of dispersion to move in the direction
specified. Lowering speeds should increase proximal deposits and increasing speeds should
increase deposits at all locations.
Results: PASS
It can be seen that lowering the wind speed does increase deposits close to the vent and
underestimates the distal deposits as expected. Increasing wind speeds does overestimate the
deposits at all locations and varying input wind direction causes the axis of dispersion to change
accordingly.

6.3 Compare TEPHRA Results with TPA ASHPLUME Results
6.3.1 Objective
Demonstrate that TEPHRA conserves mass while calculating ash deposition (i.e., the sum of all
mass calculated for all points on the grid should equal the total ash mass input). The most
similar benchmark available for comparison with (as well as the origin of the TEPHRA code) is
the ASHPLUME code used by the Total Performance Assessment (TPA) code. This test will
compare TEPHRA and ASHPLUME with the objective of showing mass conservation while
retaining the appropriate distribution of tephra across the gridded region.

6.3.2 Test Inputs

TEPHRA - inputs are the same as for the base case in test 6.2 with the exception that the
values for beta and PLUME-MODEL will be modified according to the directions in the
procedure section that follows.
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ASHPLUME - inputs are shown in Tables 6 and 7.

Table 6. ASHPLUME Input File

,

FILE: ashplume.in
Parameter
Description
xmin, xmax x direction grid min and max
ymin, ymax y direction grid min and max
no. of grid points in x
nUmptsx
direction
no. of grid points in y
numptSy
direction
tlogmin,
tlogmin, tlogmax
tlogmax
powlogmin,
powlogmin, powlogmax
powlogmax
betalogmin,
betalogmin, betalogmax
betalogmax
dmeanmin'
DmeanMin, DrneanMed,
dmeanmed,
DminMax
dmeanmax
dsigmamin,
DsigmaMin, DsigmaMax
dsigmamax
ashdenmax
ashrholow,
ashrhohi
fshape
airden,
airvis
C

dmax
fdmin,
fdmean,
fdmax
hmin
acutoff
rhocut
Uran

min and max ash density

Units
km
km

52
57
seconds

4.635E+00 6.539E+00

log
power W

9.477E+00 1.148E+01

log

9.999E-01 1.001E+00

log

-1.301E+00 -1.155E+00 -1.000E+00

log
stddev

0.750E+00 1.250E+00

g/cm3

1.200E+00 1.700E+00

lo and hi rhoa for density
var.
particle shape parameter
air density and viscosity
constant relating eddy
diffusivity and t
max particle size for
transport
fuel particulate parameter

Value
-2.500E+01 2.50E+01
-0.500E+01 5.00E+01

-0.200E+01 -0.100E+01
0.500E+00
cgs units

0.129E-02 0.1 80E-03
0.400E+03

cm

0.100E+02

cm

0.100E-03 0.100E-02 0.100E-01

lower limit on eruption
km
column height for integration
minimum ash deposition of
g,cmZ
concern
the incorporation ratio
mass fuel
g

0.100E-02
0.1 00E-09
0.1 00E+00
0.000E+00

Table 7. ASHPLUME Command Line Input
Command-line Input: one volcano, a specific input parameter set, no particulate size
information:
Command Prompt and Description
Units
Value
Do you want stochastic sampling of numerous volcanoes?
(Enter 1)
2
Or one volcano for a specific input parameter set? (Enter 2)
If stochastic sampling, number of volcanoes to evaluate?
1
Would you like particulate size information at the dose points?
Enter 1-for ves or 2 for no.
I
I
I
event duration
seconds
3.46E+05
km
column height (i.e., the eruption column)
2.4
variable
the magical constant beta
wltest
mean ash particle diameter
cm
0.07
sigma for the ash lognormal dist.
1.O
incorporation ratio
0.1
mass of fuel to incorporate
3.45E+06
g
wind direction- relation to due east
90
deg
wind speed
cm/s
900.0
initial eruption velocity
cmls
100.0
Notice that the input wind directions are different for ASHPLUME and TEPHRA. They each use
a different coordinate system for their wind directions. For TEPHRA, North is at zero-degrees
with degrees increasing clockwise and wind blowing towards the degree specified. For
ASHPLUME, East is at zero degrees with degrees increasing counter clockwise and wind
blowing towards the degree specified. For this reason, TEPHRA's wind direction of O0 is equal
to ASHPLUME'S wind direction of 90°.
A

6.3.3 Test Procedure
6.3.3.1 Visually Inspect and Compare TEPHRA with ASHPLUME

Using the input files and command line values from Tables 6 and 7, run the ASHPLUME code.
To run the code, type "./ashplum5" from the command line and enter the responses listed in
Table 7 for command-line input when prompted. Verify that the output file ashplume.out has the
format listed in Table 8.
Table 8. ASHPLUME Output File Format
Output file format: ashplume.out
Parameter
Description
x
easting
northing
Y
xash
ash mass
xfuel
fuel mass

Units
km
km
g/cm2
g/cm2

Visualize the output data files, ashplume.out created by ASHPLUME in this test and
tephra-all.out created by TEPHRA as the base case in test 6.2. Note: in tephra-all.out, the first
data column is northing, the second easting, while in ashplume.out, the data columns are

reversed with column 1 as easting and column 2 as northing. In both output files, column 3 is
ash mass and column 4 is fuel mass.
Since the units for northing, easting, and mass values differ between ASHPLUME and
TEPHRA, convert northing and easting to meters and mass to kg/m2. Set contour intervals for
densities 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 5, I O , 20, and 50 kg/m2on both ash mass isopach maps. Visually inspect
both maps (Figure 6). They should have contours at similar distances for the same ash
accumulation.
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Figure 7. Ash Deposit Comparisons
Set contour intervals for densities 5e-7, le-6, 2e-6, 3e-6, 5e-6, 1e-5, 2e-5, 5e-5 kg/m2(again,
the units will need to be converted) on both fuel mass isopach maps. Visually inspect both
maps (Figure 7) and verify that they have contours at similar distances for the same fuel
accumulation.
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Figure 8. Fuel Deposit Comparisons
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Verify that the fuel contours for the TEPHRA runs have the same relationship to the ash
contours as the ASHPLUME runs. The fuel mass contours should be similar to the ash
contours with differences of several orders of magnitude less mass per unit area for fuel than
for ash.
6.3.3.2 Compare Output Mass with Input Values for TEPHRA and ASHPLUME

For TEPHRA, in the input file tephra.conf, modify the PLUME-MODEL parameter and Beta
value according to Table 9 and execute the listed runs. Execute ASHPLUME for the values of
beta listed below in Table 9.
Since the total input ash is 3.46E+09 kg and fuel is 3.45E+03 kg, the output totals should be
very close to these values (i.e., we should conserve mass). Calculate the output ash and fuel
mass for the output files "ashplume.ouf' and "tephra.ouf'. Both should be reasonably close to
their input values. This test is NOT to gauge the accuracy of the results in the ASHPLUME
model. It is a comparison to show that mass is conserved in the TEPHRA code. The only
benchmark available for comparison is the ASHPLUME model used in the TPA code.

Table 9. Output Mass Comparisons
MODEL

Beta

Ash Mass (kg/ma)

Fuel Mass (kg/mz)

ASHPLUME
ASHPLUME
ASHPLUME
ASHPLUME
MODEL TEPHRA
PLUME-MODEL = 0
PLUME MODEL = I
PLUME MODEL = 1
PLUME-MODEL = 1
PLUME MODEL = 1

0.05
0.1
1.O
10.0

1.672043E+09
1.661143E+09
1.645716E+09
2.093846E+09
Ash Mass (kglm2)
3.46921E+09
3.46192E+09
3.46192E+09
3.46192E+09
3.46192E+09

1.747427E+03
1.737371E+03
1.732116E+03
2.206434E+03
Fuel Mass (kglm2)
3.64962E+03
3.64712E+03
3.64712E+03
3.64712E+03
3.64712E+03

Beta
NIA
0.05
0.1
1.O
10.0

6.3.4 Test Results PasslFail
Expected Results
TEPHRA conserves mass when calculating ash deposition for both plume models while
retaining the appropriate distribution of tephra across the gridded region.
Results: PASS
TEPHRA has two models for calculation; beta with a log-normal distribution and uniform
distribution with a threshold. Each model is fairly close to the ASHPLUME contours (Figures 7
and 8). The mismatch between TEPHRA and ASHPLUME is acceptable considering the
improvement in mass conservation. Table 9 shows that ash and fuel mass are conserved.
Mass conservation in TEPHRA is not perfect but it is certainly much more acceptable than the
benchmark results achieved with the ASHPLUME run using the same input data.

